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“Design is the fundamental soul of a human-made creation that ends up expressing itself in successive outer layers of the product or service.”

—Steve Jobs, 2005
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The agenda (aka “the plan”)

1. Collect underpants

2. ?

3. PROFIT

In all seriousness, there’s a lot to cover. 
We’re going to get through it...



“Design is the fundamental soul of a human-made creation that ends up expressing itself in successive outer layers of the product or service.”

—Steve Jobs, 2005

Who’s this person talking?



“Simple design, intense content.”

—Edward Tufte, 2004

Emily Ryan: Not the first time at the rodeo. I’ve been a:

Graphic designer
Front-end developer
e-Commerce guru
Database designer
Backend developer

...it’s not that I’m old. 
Like Jimi Hendrix, I’m just experienced.

uxiseverywhere www.uxiseverywhere.com

Information architect
Flash wizard
User researcher
Project lead



What is UX?



“The ability to simplify means to eliminate the unnecessary so that the necessary may speak.”

—Hans Hoffman

What you might hear: “Design is...”

Pretty.
Intuitive.
Sexy.
Cool.
From Apple.
From Europe.
From Japan.
From a person with tattoos.
From someone that knows Photoshop™.
Has “wow-factor”. 
You know it when you see it.
...these are not helpful.



“People react positively when things are clear and understandable.”

—Dieter Rams

Dieter Rams 
Ten Principles of  “Good Design”.  

The work and principles of Dieter Rams, 
the chief designer at Braun from 1961 
until 1995, have influenced Johnny Ive’s 
work as Apple’s senior vice president of 
Industrial Design at Apple Inc. and many 
others.

Dieter on what is good design



“A lot of what we are doing is getting design out of the way.”

—Jonathan Ive

Is innovative Is unobtrusiveIs aesthetic
Makes a 

product useful

Makes a product 
understandable

Is honest
Is as little design as 

possible
 Is thorough down to the 

last detail
Is long-lasting

Is environmentally 
friendly

Dieter: ”Good design...”

Emily: “...leads to good User eXperiences.”



“Design is the fundamental soul of a human-made creation that ends up expressing itself in successive outer layers of the product or service.”

—Steve Jobs, 2005

Where does UX live in the product lifecycle?



“To design is to communicate clearly by whatever means you can control or master”

—Milton Glaser

The productBusiness idea 



“Often our hardest job is to remove remove remove.”

—Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec

The productBusiness idea



“If you can’t explain it simply, you don’t understand it well enough.”

—Albert Einstein

Viable

The productBusiness idea

What is financially 
viable and 
rewarding for my 
company?



“Everything is designed. Few things are designed well.”

—Brian Reed

Feasible

Viable

The productBusiness idea

What is technically 
and organizationally 
feasible?



“Design is where science and art break even.”

—Robin Mathew

Business idea Desirable form

Feasible

Viable

The product

What form does the 
end-user desire?



“Design needs to be plugged into human behavior. Design dissolves in behavior.”

— Naoto Fukasawa

The process extends beyond just design...

Research

Planning

Exploration

Communication

Creation

Giving Feedback

Finalizing

Delighting

Analyzing

Competitive Analysis

User Stories

Brainstorming

IA

UI Elements

Waiting Times

Final Layout

Micro Copy

KPI Setup

Data analysis

User Flows

Wireframing

Language

Gestures

Errors

Imagery/iconography

Micro Interactions

A/B Testing

User Feedback

Red Routes

Prototyping

Accessibility

Responsiveness

Completed Actions

Fonts/Colors/Heirarchy

Transitions

Testing

Looks better online...



“Design is the fundamental soul of a human-made creation that ends up expressing itself in successive outer layers of the product or service.”

—Steve Jobs, 2005

Where does it fit into product development?



“It’s art if can’t be explained. It’s fashion if no one asks for an explanation. It’s design if it doesn’t need explanation.”

—Wouter Stokkel

Determine  
business need

Launch

Keep trying to fix  
the UI

(panic)

Write  
requirements

Create and test 
business idea

Typical technology product development process

Build it
UI 

(make it pretty)

By this point, it’s too late



“Designers shooting for usable is like a chef shooting for edible.”

—Aarron Walter

Here are the usual results

... let’s talk about fixing this. But first, we must step back.



Who are you?



“Design is easy. All you do is stare at the screen until drops of blood form on your forehead.”

—Marty Neumeier

Your organization is: 

product-centric
service-centric
both
...it matters until it doesn’t because UX is everywhere.

Product-centric
Buyers vs. 

Users

Service-centric
Membership vs. 
Individuals 

What’s more important is to ask, 
“Who are we designing for?” and “Who OWNS UX?”

-or-



“In a world where everybody screams, silence is noticeable. White space provides the silence.”

—Vignelli

UX can fall under several departments

Marketing

Product / Member Services

Strategy

Understands UX



“The best kind of design isn’t necessarily an object, a space or a structure: it’s a process – dynamic and adaptable.”

—Don Norman

Key roles in UX

User Experience Designer (UXD) Visual Designer (VD) Front-end Developer (FED)

•	 Must talk directly to users

•	 Creates concepts/wireframes

•	 Starts the process

•	 Connects design & dev

•	 Might talk directly to 
users

•	 Provides “fit & finish”

•	 Aligns product-brand

•	 Creates the VD system

•	 Unlikely to talk directly to 
users

•	 Builds products / services

•	 Develops with BE dev

All are required - how they are pulled together is up to you. Rule of thumb:

New product: 1 UXD, 1/2 VD, 1-n FEDs

Mature product: UXD can cover 1-2 products

Lots of roles = high investment. 
What about outsourcing?



“If we amplify everything, we hear nothing.”

—Jon Stewart

Outsourcing vs. Hiring

When to outsource a role:

•	 When you can only hire one / partial team

•	 You need a VD (or a short-term FED)

When to outsource everything:

•	 When you need far more wide ranging experience than you could afford if you were to hire 
a full team

•	 When it’s a brand new market/area that is unfamiliar to the company (external ux can be 
wonderful in getting past internal bias)

•	 Time is tight and you don’t have enough time to do the hiring

•	 Your organization is in transition or merging and multiple products need to come together 
under two different teams (aka, you need someone to run interference)



“A picture is worth a thousand words. An interface is worth a thousand pictures.”

— Ben Shneiderman

Hiring the best 
So you don’t have to plan for the worst

Asking for a ...

•	 Visual designer means getting an artist

•	 UXD means getting an architect

•	 FED means getting an engineer

Request a ...

•	 Portfolio

•	 Research / concepts / wireframes / studies

•	 Second engineer to “talk their language”

Whatever you do, make sure your compensation is
commensurate and competitive.



“You cannot NOT have a user experience.”

—Lou Carbone

Introducing UX to the Org

•	 Groups that have existed a LONG time in your org may not understand the value

•	 UX introduces its own process and you’re asking your dev to adapt to a new process – 
new is always scary.

•	 “We’ve always done it this way… why do we need UX? We do [ fill in the blank ]  good 
enough already”

•	 This doesn’t happen overnight – it takes time so often groups will perceive extra time/work 
but not see immediate ROI and assume UX is at fault



“If the user can’t find it, it does not exist.”

— HFI button

Integration is key

Waterfall

•	 UX needs to be well ahead of dev

•	 UX is smoother when there is time

•	 UX may struggle to “right the ship” 
if the design doesn’t meet good user 
expectations

Agile

•	 UX may be more piecemeal

•	 UX must be highly organized to handle cycle 
iterations due to staying ahead of dev

•	 UX can easily become the bottleneck due to 
continual user feedback loops



“Design is intelligence made visible.”

—Aleena Wheeler

Producing the Plan 
Or how I learned to stop worrying and love the UX team

Should include...

•	 Roles

•	 Steps for UX

•	 Timelines

•	 Estimates

•	 Deliverables

“Of course, the whole point of a Doomsday 
Machine is lost, if you *keep* it a *secret*! 
Why didn’t you tell the world?”

Find this at www.uxiseverywhere.com/resources



“In the absence of detailed information we all work from assumptions ... we tend to design for ourselves, not for other people.”

—Richard Rubenstein and Harry Hersh

Producing the Plan, con’t 

Keep in mind:

•	 It will likely change

•	 Its just a starting point - be flexible

As lead UXD, you are an advocate for the 
user AND for the process

Find this at www.uxiseverywhere.com/resources



“You can use an eraser on the drafting table or a sledge hammer on the construction site.”

— Frank Lloyd Wright

Preparing for detours 
Because even the best laid plans sometimes fall apart

Give in when:

•	  Something is preferred but not required

•	 Something gets pushed to top priority in the next iteration

•	 Something isn’t feasible (hopefully this isn’t standard fare)

•	 Something is so far on the edge it’s falling off the plate

Fight when:

•	  Removing the feature would break the flow/process/app

•	 It’s a “no-brainer” aka “so easy a UXD could code it”

•	 Your research tells you it’s non-negotiable (*)

(*) Non-negotiable means an overwhelming majority need it



“As far as the customer is concerned, the interface is the product.”

—Jef Raskin

TUX vs STUX 
Tactical UX and Strategic UX

Tactical

•	 In the product cycle

•	 Iterative in nature / day-to-day UX

•	 Required of all UX teams

Strategic

•	 Includes aspects likes user research, product 
planning with PM, strategy sessions etc.

•	 Happens over the long-term

This is why you hired UX!



“Creativity is allowing yourself to make mistakes. Design is knowing which ones to keep.”

—- Scott Adams

So, how did we do?! 
Assessing the success of the UX team

Methods:

•	 Qualitative: User interviews/testing

•	 Quantitive: Mixpanel, Google Analytics

Whatever you do, it means:

1. Create goals

2. Implement analytics

3. Analyze results

4. Correct problems

5. Repeat

“I know it when I see it”

Understand why there are problems:

Desirability/feasibility/viability = balanced?

Realistic timelines?

What can UX do to help? 



“Testing with one user is 100% better than testing with none.”

—Krug’s First Law of Usability Testing

Growing the team

REMEMBER THE FORMULA?

All are required - how they are pulled together is up to you. Rule of thumb:

New product: 1 UXD, 1/2 VD, 1-n FEDs

Mature product: UXD can cover 1-2 products

1. Adding more bodies doesn’t always 
make things go faster

2. Balance your jr. and sr. people. The 
newer a product is, the more senior the 
role should be

3. Consider “swarming” on larger/more 
complex projects when time allows

4. Unsure? UXD is continual, FED is 
continual, VD is stop-and-start. 

Tip: Consider creating a visual design 
system to help free up UX resources 
during crunch times. 



“Making the simple complicated is commonplace; making the complicated simple, awesomely simple, that’s creativity.”

—Charles Mingus

Growing the processes
Continue to:

•	  Socialize your work (pssssst: 
whiteboards are amazing for this)

•	 Report regular progress / trends - show 
those numbers

•	 Invite “non-typical” to collaborative/
brainstorming sessions



“Perfection is achieved, not when there is nothing more to add, but when there is nothing left to take away.”

— Antoine de Saint-Exupery

Exit strategies 
You’ve got to know when to hold ‘em and know when to fold ‘em

 UX designers

•	 When you really want to try something new particularly in a new field or with a new user 
segment / new form factor 

•	 Work stagnates / your work isn’t getting utilized

VD designers

•	 Desire to expand portfolio, design for new problems / form factors

•	 Work is “done” – ie, no new design needed that cannot be solved with design system or 
existing assets

FEDs

•	 Desire to try new technologies / new form factor

•	 Desire to work with specific people / company / developers

•	 Work becomes a grind / dull



Ok, so after all that, what does success look like?



“Innovative cultures have in them fables of ‘honorable failure’.”

—Joel Garreau

Determine  
business need

Launch

Keep trying to fix  
the UI

(panic)

Write  
requirements

Create and test 
business idea

Typical technology product development process

Build it
UI 

(make it pretty)

By this point, it’s too late

Remember this..?!



“Good design keeps the user happy, the manufacturer in the black and the aesthete unoffended.”

—Raymond Loewy

Here are the usual results

... and this ...



“It’s simple, until you make it complicated...”

—Jason Fried

The process extends beyond just design...

Research

Planning

Exploration

Communication

Creation

Giving Feedback

Finalizing

Delighting

Analyzing

Competitive Analysis

User Stories

Brainstorming

IA

UI Elements

Waiting Times

Final Layout

Micro Copy

KPI Setup

Data analysis

User Flows

Wireframing

Language

Gestures

Errors

Imagery/iconography

Micro Interactions

A/B Testing

User Feedback

Red Routes

Prototyping

Accessibility

Responsiveness

Completed Actions

Fonts/Colors/Heirarchy

Transitions

Testing

...and this..?!

Looks better online...



“Customers can’t always tell you what they want. But they can always tell you what’s wrong.”

— Carly Fiona

My proposal

Determine  
business need

Launch Delight users
Buyer buys 
more stuff

Write  
requirements

Create and test 
business idea

Build it

LISTEN

Determine how  
users think

CONCEPT

Create and test concept 
designs 

with users

DESIGN



“Make everything as simple as possible, but not simpler.”

—Albert Einstein

And here is what you get doing it this way...



“Design must seduce, shape, and more importantly, evoke an emotional response.”

—April Greiman

In 6 months, we are seeing results at Endgame

FPO

From this...



“Problems with visual design can turn users off so quickly that they never discover all the smart choices you made with navigation or interaction design.”

—Jesse James Garrett

In 6 months, we are seeing results at Endgame

FPO

To this...



“The letter I have written today is longer than usual because I lacked the time to make it shorter”

—Blaise Pascal

In 6 months, we are seeing results at Endgame

FPO

From this...



“The details are not the details. They make the design.”

—Charles Eames

In 6 months, we are seeing results at Endgame

FPO

To this...



“You can’t imagine how many times I was told that nobody wanted or would use graphics.”

—Jef Raskin

In 6 months, we are seeing results at Endgame

FPO

From this...



“Often the best way to teach someone something is to tell the story of how we first learned that same lesson.”

—Jesse James Garrett

In 6 months, we are seeing results at Endgame

FPO

To this...



“Design is the fundamental soul of a human-made creation that ends up expressing itself in successive outer layers of the product or service.”

—Steve Jobs, 2005

If all else fails, just ask...



“Design should not dominate things, should not dominate people. It should help people. That’s its role.”

—Dieter Rams

What would Dieter do?



“Design is the fundamental soul of a human-made creation that ends up expressing itself in successive outer layers of the product or service.”

—Steve Jobs, 2005

Thank you.

Find these resources at: www.uxiseverywhere.com/resources


